MariTrust
Our Focus
is on the
Medical Benefits
of Marijuana.

MariTrust is dedicated to the medical well-being of
patients who may benefit from medical marijuana.

Our Focus is on the
Medical Benefits of Marijuana
MariTrust was founded by corporate executives with an
extensive background in pharmaceutical development.
Unlike most dispensary operators, MariTrust executives
were not drawn to the medical marijuana business simply
for the opportunity offered by evolving state laws. They
recognized a need for a clinical pharmaceutical-style
company that is dedicated to the medical well-being of
patients who may benefit from medical marijuana.
You’ll experience this clinical approach at every MariTrust
facility and from every MariTrust Treatment Counselor. At
your first treatment consultation, the proper grade of
medication will be selected specifically for your health
issue. You will be given a medication chart to record your
treatments and the results. At your next consultation with

a MariTrust Treatment Counselor your chart will be
reviewed and your suggested grade of medication may
be altered to better meet your needs.
Medical marijuana is still a new form of medical
treatment and much research needs to be done to
improve patient outcomes. MariTrust is at the forefront
of this research and our patients will enjoy the benefits
of our growing knowledgebase.
Your medication chart will be anonymously added to our
database and combined with anonymous patients with
similar conditions to continuously fine-tune our
recommended treatment for your specific condition.

• The same level of
care you expect from
all healthcare professionals.
• Each grade of MariTrust
medical marijuana has a
recorded chemical
fingerprint.

Overcoming Your Initial Concerns
Many people with chronic conditions who could benefit most
from medical marijuana have never even seen marijuana.
They frequently associate it with the illegal under-culture
and fear a trip to a dispensary will bring them in contact with
that segment of society.
MariTrust Treatment Counselors treat every patient with the
same understanding you expect from any healthcare
professional. After selecting your grade of medication, your
MariTrust Treatment Counselor will discuss various usage
options and will help select the best administration regimen
for you. Please express all questions and concerns that you
may have. Your MariTrust Treatment Counselor wants you
to be completely comfortable with your selections before
you leave the MariTrust dispensary.

Selecting the Right Grade of
Medical Marijuana
MariTrust submits each grade of medical marijuana to an
independent laboratory for testing. Each grade has a
recorded chemical fingerprint that measures the levels of
five compounds including CBD, CBD-A, CBN, THC, and
THC-A. Your MariTrust Treatment Councilor will review the
Botanical Test Results for your selected grade and its
comparative benefits. If a dispensary cannot show you
similar test results, they probably do not test their
medications and you will never know if you are getting
similar product throughout the year.

Choosing Your Treatment Options
Contrary to what you may have heard, smoking marijuana
is NOT the only way to use it therapeutically. MariTrust offers
a wide range of treatment options including food products
(also known as "edibles"), tinctures (cannabinoid-infused
vegetable glycerin syrups), and even salsa!
Your MariTrust Treatment Councilor will review the many
food based options with you and help to determine which
form best meets your needs and taste preferences.

Talk to your physician
You must speak with your physician before starting
treatment with medical marijuana. Your physician will
discuss lifestyle changes and traditional pharmaceuticals
that may help your condition. If you both agree that
medical marijuana is right for you, your physician will
provide you with a recommendation. Following your first
visit to MariTrust, we will submit your recommendation
paperwork to the state for issuance of a license to
possess medical marijuana (copies of your paperwork
serve as a temporary license in the interim). When
requesting your license, a MariTrust Treatment Counselor
will be designated as your caregiver; this will allow
MariTrust to provide your medicines.

Your MariTrust Treatment Counselor will explain the
licensing process in detail.
Talk with a MariTrust Treatment Counselor.
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